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B&1cTp11QKHH B.M., KpaBQOB A.B., PaK H. E4-92-61 
3KcnepHMeHTaJihHbie OQeHK11 CKOpocTe11: 
nepexaaTa MWOHOB 113 B036y~geHHb~ COCTOHHHH pµ-aTOMOB 
K HgpaM 4 He 

IlpoaHan11311poaaHbl gaHHbie 3KCnepHMeHTa co CMeCbW 
4 

H2+ He C QeJibW onpegeneHl1H CKOpoCTl1 nepexaaTa MlOOHOB 
113 B036y~geHHb~ COCTOHHl1H pµ-aTOMOB K HgpaM ren11H. 06-
Hap~eHo, qTo MH n = 3, 4, 5 CKOpOCTl1 COCTaBJIHwT: 
).<

3
>= (2 ± 7)10 10 c- 1

; ).< 4 >= (16 ± 13)10 11 c- 1 ; 

).<
5

>= (75: 60)10 11 c- 1
• 06c~gaeTcH nporpaMMa ganh

He11:w11x 11ccnegoaaH1111: µ-aTOMHb~ 11 µ-MoneKyJIHpHb!X npo
Qeccoa a cMec11 1130Tonoa aogopoga 11 ren11H. 

Pa6oTa ,a&monHeHa a Jia6opaTop1111 HgepH&IX npo6neM O.IDUL 

TTpenpHHT OObeIIHHCHHOro HHCTHTyTa IIIICPHblX HCCJIC,'.10B8HHH . .lly6Ha 1992 

Bystritsky V.M., Kravtsov A.V., Rak J. 
Experimental Estimates for Muon Transfer 
Rates from Excited pµ-Atoms to 4 He Nuclei 

E4-92-61 

The data of the experiment with the mixture H2+ 4 He 
are analyzed in order to estimate muon transfer rates 
from the excited states of pµ-atoms to helium. The 
rates for n = 3, 4, 5 were found to be equal: 
,\.<

3 >=(2 ± 7)10 10 s- 1
; ).< 4 > = (16 ± 13)10 11 s- 1 ; 

). <
5 >= (75 ± 60)10 11 s- 1

• The program for further in
vestigations of the µ-atomic and µ-molecular processes 
in the mixture of hydrogen and helium isotopes is dis
cussed. 
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Introductio~ 

During the - last s~veral years the study ·of ·µ-a_tomic .and 

µ:-molecular processes in mixtures of hydrogen and helium· iso.,.. 

topes has been extensively carried out experilri~~tally/1-U:' 
. ; /12-20/ ·• . ·; -. • • 

and theoretically· • -.•. The · interest for this ntudy was 

stimulated b; _the·e;~eriment~l observation of. ath~or~tically 

predic\ea new- phenoJ!lenon - molecular charge exchange of the 
. - "' ' . \ 

grou_ri.d state muonic hydrogen on helium nuclei: 

_. * -+ _ ( HµHe) +.+ + e-:- ( la) 
Hµ + He - [(HµHe) e] + e < 

(HµHe)+++ e~+ 7 (6.85 keV) 
. . ( lb) 

. . ++ . . 
(HµHe) - Heµ +_ H ( le) · · 

r ,· 

H .. = P, d, t, He = 3He, 4He. 

The study was further stimulated by the observation of 

muon transfer from excited· states 'of muonic hydrogen. As· 
/3/ . . . 

followed from , muon transfer rate from the ground-state is 

too large- as compared with. earlier. e~perime!°ltal resul ts/2(/ 

and cal~ulations/
22

~ it becam~ evident, that .further study or' 

µ-atomic and µ-molecular processes in _the mi'xtu'res of. hydro-. 

ge"i:1 and helium isotopes is_ necessary to -obtain unambiguous 

inf.;rmation o~ the parameters of ·these_ processes.-. Two• cir

cumstances are important here. The first one is that informa-
, . 

tion ··about, muon transfer from - muonic ··hydrogen · to helium 
. • I • 

· nuclei will allow one._ to understand the'. experimental data o_n 

muon catalyzed fusion in• D2+ T2 mixture ·(which produc::es 

helium as a'result of the natural tritium decay and of fusion 

reactions), as well as to estimat.e: the necessary extent of 

mixture cleans_ing of helium accumulated. Second~y, the· rates 

of the µ-atomic and . µ-molecular processes are ·necessary· to 

describe· correctly the kinetici;i of the cascade transitions 

and the.therm~lisation process of.muonic hydrogen. 
. 2 --
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Up to now,. the measurements are performed of the .muon 

transfer from the ground _ state of pµ, dµ, and_ tµ-atoms to 
4He/1

•
3

•
7

•
81

, 
4He, 3 He/2

'
5

'
6

'
101 and 3He141 respectively. ·As 

to the partial muon transfer rates from the excited states.of 

muonic hydrogen isotopes to helium, only few experimental 

boundary estimates, averaged over excited states of the 

muonic atom, are now a~ailable n,v 

The kinetics of excited muonic hydrogen in hydrogen

helium mixture has been considered in /lB/, a method for de

termination of muon transfer rates from the excited states of 

muonic hydrogen to helium having been proposed. Here we made 

an attempt to obtain the rates of the muon transfer from 

excited pµ-atoms to 4He nuclei, analyzing the data experi

mentally measured in131 

Data ana_lysis 

Let us remember the conditions of the experiment131 and 

the method of measurement of the characteristics of muon 

transfer process. Fig. 1 shows the scheme of _ the .processes 

which take place when a negative muon stops in the 

H + He + Xe mixture. One should note, that the low concen-
2 ' 

tration of the probe gas - xenon -in131 allowed one to neglect 

the direct_muon atomic capture by xenon as well as the influ

ence of xenon admixture upon the kinetics of the cascade 

transitions in pµ-atoms. 

The experiment was performed at the muon beam of the 

JINR synchrocyclotron using the gas target with internal 

scintillators, aimed to detect muons· stopping in the target 

volume. The target was filled, successively, by pure hydro

gen, by H + Xe mixture (relative atomic xenon concentration -
2 

~ 10-4
) and by H + Xe + 4He mixture at different values of 2 . 

the mixture density -If) and relative helium concentrations C
8
e. 

Decay electrons from the muon decay were registered at each 

run, as well as X-rays from Xeµ-atoms, formed due to muon 

transfer from muon}.~._.!).4'J!.ts>.9~...l?~~~' nuclei. 

)

1 t>11:-.-:.t>•ir.;,1-'1.'>'l.,•q "1'""' t. I , \., ~ 1:·,b.,.J .. t~ ,fri •. t,._
3

~ •·•I~-~~ 

: .•:n.,~ --~:;•H" '"<l-'" "·'/li'H!llif;* i 
'·· t· .~ l ·~, ~~. ;· ~ ~ ... ~ .. ·. •r1-~ r-

1:1f:1 r:r If'.~. ;~J f'Et{fi~ . ~ ,_. ___ .__ ~-., ...... 
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The processes involved when a muon stops in the 

H + 
4
He + Xe mixture 

2 

i\ = 0. 455 10
6 

s-
1 

free ·muon decay rate; 
0 

i\ - {ppµ) - molecule formation rate; 
ppµ 

i\ - muon trans fer rate from the pµ. - a tom to Xe Xe 

i\p -
He 

nucleus; 

muon transfer rate from 

pµ. - atom to helium nucleus; 

the ground state 

C ,C - relative atomic concentrations of He and Xe; He Xe 
<p • - density of the mixture H + 4He + Xe with respect 

2 

to the density of liquid hydrogen n
0 
= 4. 25 1022 

-3 cm ; 

i\ <n> - muon transfer rate from the excited pµ.-a tom ln He 
the state with the principal quantum number n 

to helium nucleus; 

'. l I 
'I ,l 
{ \ 

! 

i\He , i\ Xe - rates of muon atomic capture· by helium and 
Cap Cap '/ 

xenon nuclei, respectively; \. 

i\ 
0 

rate of the muon decay from the ls-state of the 

Xeµ.-atom. 

The ·analysis of time distributions for decay electrons 

4 

) 

and X-rays allowed .us to obtain the probability for muon, 

stopped in the mixture H
2
+ fie, to be captured by hydrogen 

atom and the muonic atom thus produced to reach the ground 

state: 

w WW. 
0 H 

( 1) 

WH is the probability of pµ-atom formation as a result of the 

muon atomic capture by hydrogen, W = q is the probability 
, o ls 

for the muonic atom formed to reach the grounc:J. state {ground 

state population). This population is determined not only by 

the helium concentration and target·. density, . but also by the 

kin~tics of the excited pµ.-atom, taking into account the de

excitation and muon transfer processes. The value WH. is. defi

.ned by 

w 
H 

1 
- 1 + AC' 

He 
(2) 

where A is the ratio of the rates of the muon·atomic capture 

by helium and hydrogen, c' = N /N - relative atomic helium He He H 
concentration; NHe'NH - the amount of helium and hydrogen 

atoms in the mixture H +
4
He + Xe. 

2 

Table 1 

Run PH {Atm) PHe (Atm) w Wo= qls 
Number 2 

1 24.60 2.4600 0.87 (0.03) 0.935 (0.080) 

2 24.60 5.4120 0.70 {0.04) 0.815 (0.070) 

3 16.50 6.2700 0.50 (0.02) 0.662 {0.041) 

4 24.60 14.2680 o. 33 { 0. 05) 0.493 {0.079) 

5 16.50 12.5400 o. 28 ( 0. 03) 0.461 (0.056) 

6 20.00 18.4000 0.25 {0.02) o •. 446 {0.044) 

7 16.50 23.1000 0.13 (0.02) 0.285 {0.050) 

8 20.00 35.6000 0.12 {0.02) 0.323 {0.055) 

~ ~' \ 5;~ :·:.·i:'.~t_y-: 
' ~ . ~ \ ;-.:5 t · ,._,,· 



The measured values of Ware shown in Table 1 together 

with data, that illustrate the experimental conditions. 

Knowing c' and A = 1 . 7 :!: o. 2 (which is the average over He 
the results of/17,23,24/), we have obtained the rates of the 

muon atomic capture by hydrogen, WH, with the help of eq. 

( 2), and then from eq. ( 1) the ground state population 

q = W . To obtain muon transfer rates from these experi-1s o 
mentai q values one should consider the kinetics of the 15 
muonic hydrogen cascade in H + 4He mixture. We assumed the 

2 

cascade scheme to be that used in previous papers/14' IS/_ ( see 

fig~2). As seen from fig. 2, the initial population of the 

pµ-atom state' with n = 5 is assumed to be q = 1 because· of 
5 

the high rates of Auger deexci tation for n > 5 as compared 

with muon transfer rates. We assumed also that the muon 

transfer rate for a given quantum number n does not depend on 

the orbital quantum number. As in/lS/, we neglected the 

energy dependence of muon transfer rates. We did not take in 

to .account also the difference in the cross sections of the 

external Auger process.on hydrogen and helium atoms. The rate 

of the Stark deexcitation of the Zs-state of the pµ-atom was 

taken to be ;\ 2: 0.04 r.p.1011 s-1 for thermal energy 0.04 eV. Ind 
As in ref. / 15 ' 18/, for n = 2 we considered muon transfer 

only from the Zs-state, corresponding to the attraction 

between the pµ-atom and helium nucleus. 

Assuming nonthermalisation of pµ-atoms in the Zs and 

2p-states, we used the following values of the Stark deexci

tation rates/14/: 

;\ ( Zs ---+ 2p f = 32 r.p • 1011s-1 ( c = 0.5 eV 

1011s-1 pµ 
;\ ( Zs---+ 2p) = 48 r.p. ( cpµ = 1 eV) 

1 
;\ ( 2p - Zs ) = 3 A ( 2S--->2p ) • 

Though the deexcitation rate of the Zs-state has a sharp 

energy dependence, this fact hardly influences the value q , ls 
because, according to the estimates/25/, the Zs-population is 

rather low (5+7%) for our experimental conditions 

C'H? 0.05 + 0.5; r.p 2. 0.03 + 0.05 }. 
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Fig. 2 

;t<Z>ljl C 
- He ---

pµ-atom cascade in the 

mixture. Transition rates are given in units 

;\ and;\' are Stark deexcitation rates; Ind 

H + He 2 
1011s-1; 

(1) (5) · 
;\ +. ;\ -: muon transfer rates from the pµ-atom to 

helium nucleus. 

For a given scheme of the cascade, one can write: 

q = a ls 1 
a -a +-a +-a a +-a { [

5 1 1 1 
2 9 3 9 4 3 5 6 3 7 ] + as} 

5-4 4-3 

a = 
;\Aug r.p 

; a = 
AAug r.p 

1 ;\5-4 + A (Sl C 2 A 4-:3 + A 4-1 +. ;\ !4l C 
Aug r.p r.p He Aug r.p rad r.p He 

A 3d-2p + A 3d-2p ;\3s-2p 

a = 
rad Aug r.p 

; a = 
Aug 'I) 

3 A3d-2p + A3d-2p + A (3) C 4 ;\3s-2p + ;\ !3l r.p C 
. rad · Aug r.p r.p He Aug r.p He 

;\ 3p-2s r.p Aind Aug a = a = ; 
5 ;\ 3p-2s r.p + ;\ 3-1 + ;\ <3> C 6 ;\ + ;\ <2>,p C 

Aug rad ,P He Ind He 
7 

; 

( 3) 



i\. 3p-1 s 
rad-·, • 

a = 
7 i\.3p-1s + ii. 3p-2s + ii. (3) C ' 

rad Aug, <p <p He 

i\.4-1 

rad 
as i\. 4-3 + ~4-1 

rp rad + ii. (4) rp CHe 
Aug 

Here ii. Cnl are muon transfer rates to be determined 

from the pµ-atom in the state with.principal quantum number n 

to a 

these 

helium nucleus; ii. 
\ Aug 

rates are reduced to 

Auger deexcitation rates {all 

the liquid hydrogen density); 

i\. - the rates of the radiation transitions. 
rad 

As a result of the least squares fitting of experimental 

data the following values of the muon transfer r_ates were 

obtained: c:l = 4.9) 

i\.<
3 >= (2 ±.7).1010 .s-1 ; 

ii. <5 >= { 75 ± 60). 1011
·• s-1

• 

ii. 
141 = { 16 ± 13) • 1011

• S -~ i 

The x2 value turned out to be independent of the_value 
· (2s) • · , . , · • 

i\. , which can be explained by the low population of the 

Zs-state for our experimental conditions. For the same reason 

it was impossibl~ to determine the energy of pµ-atoms in the 

2s state: the fits with c equa·l for 0.04 eV, 0.5 ev· and pµ 
1 eV were . indistinguishable. This means that to obtain the 

value ii. <
2s> and energy distribution of pµ-atoms in the state 

He · 

n = 2 one should measure the intensity of K lines of the 

retarded X-rays from muonic hydrogen { 2p --+ lS transition 

after the ·stark transition Zs--+ 2p) and muonic helium. Such 

experiments should be carried out at low density (<p~ 10-
5

) 

and sufficiently high helium concentrations {CH~ 0.5). 
. . e · /18/ 

To summarize the present work and the results of , 

one can formulate a program for further.investigations of the 

kinetics of µ-atomic and µ-molecular processes, occurring in 

a mixture of hydrogen and helium isotopes. 

1. Experiments with D
2 

+ He and T
2 

+ He mixtures for 

8 

rp = 0.05 + 1 and low helium concentrations 

( C = 10-
3
+ 5. 10-

2
), when one may neglect the direct muon He 

atomic capture by helium, will allow one to obtain with a· 

reasonable accuracy q values, muon transfer rates from the 
ls 

excited muonic deuterium and tritium to helium, as well as to 

check the scheme of the cascade transitions in muonic 
hydrogen atom. 

2. Starting with the given cascade scheme indµ and tµ 

atoms, one can obtain with good accuracy the probability of 

the direct muon atomic capture by_ helium from experiments 

with higher helium concentrations. We believe it possible to 

measure the A value { according to { 2) ) with the accuracy 
2 + 4 %. 

3. Experiments at low density rp ~ 10-5 and high helium 

concentrations will allow to obtain muon transfer rate ii. <2 >, 

as well as to get information on the energy distribution of 

muonic hydrogen atoms in the state with n = 2. 

4. It is possible to evaluate transfer rates from pµ to 

He using experimental values of muon transfer rates from 

excited states of dµ atoms to He and more precise algorithm 
of transfer rates calculation. 

5. Experiments with H
2 

+ He mixtures for a wide range of 

density and helium concentrations can give information on the 

muon transfer rate from the excited pµ-atoms, as well as the 

probability of the direct muon atomic capture by hydrogen, 
and,_ hence the A - value. 

6. Comparing A - values obtained from experiments ,-,i th 

H + He, D + He and T + He mixtures will help to answer a 2 2 2 . 

question about the isotopic dependence of muon atomic capture 
by hydrogen isotopes 

at 
7. Measurements with H

2 
+ He, 

various temperatures { 20 K ~ 
D + He and , T + He mi·xtures 

2 2 

T ~ 5000 K), densities and 
helium concentrations will give information,about the .contri

bution of -resonant and nonresonant mechanisms of. _molecular 

muon transfer from muonic. hydrogen to helium nuclei. 

We are grateful to Profs. A. Bertin, A. Vi tale, A. 

Mikhailov and N. Popov for helpful discussions. 
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